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Poland: US trip notes 
€/US$ upside potential favours POLGBs, CEE FX&FI 
 

 Last week we visited about 20 US clients for a regular roadshow on the East and 
West Coast. In the US we presented our following views: 

• The Polish economy is gradually slowing but GDP growth should remain resilient for the 
next 1.5 years; we forecast 4.2% YoY growth in 2019 and close to potential 3.3% YoY in 
2020. The main GDP driver is the extended consumption boom, due to high election 
spending at about 2.2% of GDP gross (less in net terms as some new spending would 
be offset by new tax revenues, but not all – 1.3% of GDP are one-off revenues in 2020). 
Poland is also very resilient to a recession of German manufacturing and slowdown of 
overall economies in Eurozone. We attribute this phenomenon to a mix of factors, 
ranging from low reliance of Polish exports on non-EU markets (eg, Asia), which 
suffered strongly during recent trade wars. Polish input is less re-exported by German 
counterparties (than other CEE peers), it is rather consumers locally in Germany and 
the Eurozone. That makes Poland less sensitive to a German manufacturing recession 
due to resilient conditions in the Eurozone and German domestic demand. The recent 
evidenced of domestic demand softening there should start to affect Polish production 
and GDP. Still local election spending should last until 3Q20 and support domestic 
demand. We are rather worried about 2021 GDP growth. After the peak of election 
spending, EU-cofunded investments and German recession should hit the Polish 
economy with some lag. We think the PiS government would again deliver a spending 
boost, but rather via big public-private investments, partially funded by state governed 
utilities. More on the entire CEE resilience to Eurozone/German slowdown in the 
forthcoming ING Directional Economics to be released next week. 

• On CPI, our long-standing forecast assuming core CPI at 2.5% YoY in Dec-19 looks very 
near after a 2-3Q19 rise of prices. Headline CPI peaked in 3Q19 at 2.9% YoY and should 
temporarily drop in 4Q19 on base effects and reversal of food prices gains caused by 
the summer drought. Still, 1Q20 should bring another peak, with CPI flirting with the 
ceiling above the NBP target (2.5%+/-1%). The generous minimum wage hike (first out 
of a series of hikes, in 2020 by 15.6%) should add about 0.2-0.3pp to CPI in 2020. Still 
we do think the Monetary Policy Council should hold flat rates even if average CPI in 
2020 reaches 4% YoY (not our scenario; INGF 2020 COI average 2.8% YoY).  

• The 2019 general government deficit should be sustained at a low level of 0.9% of 
GDP, despite aggressive pre-election spending. In 2020, the gap will be filled by one-
off revenues, so the sector deficit should reach 0.5% of GDP. The post-election 
rationalisation of the 2020 budget (adding missing spending and deducting business 
unfriendly hike of pension contribution for most skilled) should cause an upward 
revision of 2020 net borrowing needs, but from an ultra-low (PLN7bn) to low 
(PLN15bn) level. On the other hand, household deposits should keep outpacing 
credit, so local banks are well funded and remain the main POLGBs buyers.  

• This favourable supply-demand condition calls for further tightening of the POLGB-
Bund and asset swap spread in 2H19. In 2021, the supply-demand conditions should 
change, and the deficit should rise to 2.0-2.5% of GDP after the one-off revenues deplete. 

• We see two factors that could keep the Polish zloty slightly undervalued over the 
coming quarters, ie, Swiss (CHF) loans conversion risk and the sale of a local bank by a 
Eurozone financial institution; the buyer may be local so it should cover EUR/PLN shorts.  
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• So far, the twofold ruling of local courts is likely to prevent a significant spike in new 
cases (in the first instance the prevailing jurisdiction approach is to side with clients, 
but the final verdicts are less client supportive so far, even after the European Court 
of Justice guidance). Also, the prevailing provisions policy of local banks is likely to be 
on a case-by-case basis rather than all FX loans/loses being provisioned upfront. Both 
factors should ensure that the negative pressure of CHF loans conversion on PLN is 
spread across time as the likely pre-emptive hedges of banks’ CHF/PLN short should 
be spread over time too.  

• That is why in the short term, better EM sentiment and possible upside risk for €/US$ 
should mitigate the abovementioned PLN-negative factors. Therefore €/PLN should 
trade within a 4.25 and 4.35 range for the remainder of 2019 and likely close to 4.35 
in 2020, in our view. The two key factors to watch in the coming months, which are 
important to determine whether CHF loans conversion risk is materializing are: (1) 
growth of new CHF loans cases in the courts and (2) local banks provision policy.  

The main take-aways from the meetings 
The consensus seems to be that the global slowdown risk is well priced and there are 
some factors limiting further downside risk, which can extend the tactical rise of DM 
yields. The factors preventing more negative scenarios for global growth are: (1) 
progress in US-China negotiations and which may even lead to extending the “narrow 
deal”, as there are rising expectations than President Trump may abandon the 
December tariffs round and (2) mitigating risk of a hard Brexit. Investors are very EM 
positive, due to the ongoing easing cycle in DM and EM economies and lack of global 
financial shocks hitting this asset class.    

US clients seem to present a neutral to positive bias to POLGBs and PLN as opposed to 
London clients, who are mainly underweight POLGBs vs respective benchmarks. The 
more constructive approach of US clients to POLGBs may come from their expectations 
of €/US$ upside potential, which generally supports CEE FX&FI. The arguments in favour 
of euro is that markets well price in weak Eurozone growth, while US data started to 
surprise on the downside only recently. The fading US exceptionalism should undermine 
the recent strong dollar position, which is positive for POLGBs and CEE FX&FI. 
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Disclaimer 
This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of ING Bank N.V. (“ING”) solely for 
information purposes without regard to any particular user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms 
part of ING Group (being for this purpose ING Group N.V. and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The information in the 
publication is not an investment recommendation and it is not investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation to 
purchase or sell any financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this publication is not untrue or 
misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for 
any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, 
forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without 
notice. 

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose 
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions. 

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any 
person for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the 
Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch 
Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no. 33031431 
Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. 
ING Bank N.V., London Branch is subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V., London 
branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10 Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any 
person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should contact ING Financial 
Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the 
distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements. 

Additional information is available on request. For more information about ING Group, please visit https://www.ing.com. 
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